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Abstract

The optimisation of vapour-grown carbon nanofibres (VGCNFs) dispersed in the biopolymer gellan gum
(GG) and its usage as an ink for the direct writing of conducting networks are reported. Sonication
optimisation showed that dispersing 10 mg per mL VGCNFs required 3 mg per mL GG solution and 4
minutes of low energy probe sonication. Free-standing films prepared by evaporative casting were found to
exhibit electrical conductivity values of up to 35 ± 2 S cm-1. It is demonstrated that sonolysis has a
detrimental effect on electrical conductivity. The dispersions were easily modified to allow for direct writing of
conducting networks on paper using a commercial fountain pen. The electrical characteristics of these direct
written electrodes (on paper) improved with increasing number of layers. The written electrodes on paper
were used to connect a battery to a light emitting diode to demonstrate that they can be used in simple
devices.
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The optimisation of vapour-grown carbon nanoﬁbres (VGCNFs) dispersed in the biopolymer gellan gum
(GG) and its usage as an ink for the direct writing of conducting networks are reported. Sonication
optimisation showed that dispersing 10 mg per mL VGCNFs required 3 mg per mL GG solution and
4 minutes of low energy probe sonication. Free-standing ﬁlms prepared by evaporative casting were
found to exhibit electrical conductivity values of up to 35  2 S cm1. It is demonstrated that sonolysis
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has a detrimental eﬀect on electrical conductivity. The dispersions were easily modiﬁed to allow for
direct writing of conducting networks on paper using a commercial fountain pen. The electrical
characteristics of these direct written electrodes (on paper) improved with increasing number of layers.
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1.

The written electrodes on paper were used to connect a battery to a light emitting diode to
demonstrate that they can be used in simple devices.

Introduction

Additive manufacturing or rapid prototyping refers to techniques capable of building structures layer-by-layer, such as 3D
printing,1 laser sintering,2 air-brush spraying,3 dip-pen nanolithography,4 slot-dye coating,5 gravure printing,6 inkjet
printing7–9 and extrusion printing.10 These techniques have
been extensively used for the fabrication of conductive electronics. Recently, conducting paper substrates have been used
as part of low-cost, exible, disposable devices.11–13 This has led
to the emergence of pen-on-paper (PoP) electronics, in which
pens lled with conducting silver ink have been employed to
create devices such as interconnects for light emitting diodes
and antennas on paper.14 The PoP approach requires inks with
specic ow characteristics under ambient conditions, i.e. it
should readily ow during writing and it should not coagulate
in the pen. It has been shown that the resulting feature size of
the written lines depend on the pen speed and the physiochemical properties of the ink and paper.15
Gellan gum (GG) is a linear anionic polysaccharide produced
from the bacterium Pseudomonas elodea.16,17 It is composed of
tetrasaccharide repeating units of glucose, glucuronic acid and
rhamnose in a molar ratio of 2 : 1 : 1.18 Aside from its widespread application in food and cosmetics, GG's unique
a
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suspending (dispersing), gelation and rheological properties
have been used in the processing of conducting carbon llers
such as single-walled carbon nanotubes, multi-walled carbon
nanotubes and graphene.19–22
Carbon nanobres are a conducting carbon ller which are
closely related to carbon nanotubes, both in their structure and
in their properties.23 A catalytic thermal chemical vapour
deposition synthesis method (with the use of a oating catalyst)
has facilitated large-scale production of vapour-grown carbon
nanobres (VGCNFs).24 The structure of these VGCNFs is “cupstacked”, meaning their stacking morphology is one of truncated conical graphene layers around a large hollow core.25
Their average diameter (100 nm) and average length (50 to
200 mm) can be tuned by precise control of the synthesis
conditions25 and are similar to multi-walled nanotubes
(MWNTs) produced by catalytic chemical vapour deposition.26
As-produced VGCNFs are oen coated with layers of amorphous
carbon which serves to reduce the electrical conductivity due to
low crystallinity.27 This amorphous layer can be removed by
post-treatment of the bres with heat, which increases crystallinity28 and results in a double-layered nanobre.29 The VGCNFs
used in this paper underwent a heat treatment at 1500  C which
resulted in a highly graphitised outer layer of the hollow carbon
bre.
Carbon nanobres have potential applications as gas
sensors,30 electrostatic paint and electronic shielding for the
automotive industry and as components in batteries.28 VGCNFs
have been dispersed into various polymers including polystyrene (PS),30 polypropylene (PP)27,28 and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)31 using high-shear stirring methods. It has been
shown that using a sonication bath followed by high-speed
mechanical stirring is a better dispersion method for VGCNFs
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(in an epoxy) compared to dispersing in a solvent or surfactant.32 The reported electrical conductivity values for these
composite materials ranged from 0.01 S cm1 (PMMA
composite, 10% w/w VGCNF) to 2 S cm1 (PP composite, 60%
w/w VGCNF).26,30,33
In this paper, we describe a carbon nanobre ink suitable for
the direct writing of conducting networks using a pen-on-paper
direct writing approach. The VGCNF dispersion is optimised in
terms of maximum VGCNF loading fraction. It is demonstrated
that written electrodes on papers have suitable electrical properties, i.e. they can be used to draw simple circuitry for connecting a light emitting diode (LED) to a battery power source.

2.

Experimental

2.1

Preparation of dispersions

Low acyl gellan gum (GG, Gelzan, Lot # 1I1443A) was received as
a gi from CP Kelco. Gellan gum solutions (0.5% w/v) were
prepared by dissolving dry powder (0.5 g) in Milli-Q water
(100 mL, 80  C, resistivity 18.2 MU cm), while stirring at
800 r.p.m (IKA RW 20 digital) for 30 minutes. Homogeneous
dispersions of vapour grown carbon nanobres (Pyrograf
Products, PR24-LHT, Batch info: PS 1345 Box 8, HT 170) in GG
were prepared using probe sonication. All dispersions were
subjected to sonolysis using a digital sonicator horn (Branson
Digital Sonier) with a power output of 6 W in pulse mode (0.5 s
on/oﬀ) and a tapered microtip (Consonic, diameter 3.175 mm)
placed 1 cm from the bottom of a glass vial (diameter 25 mm).
2.2

Preparation of free-standing lms

Drop-cast lms were prepared by evaporative casting of
composite dispersions into the base of a cylindrical plastic
Petri-dish (diameter 5.5 cm) and dried under controlled
ambient conditions (21  C, 50% relative humidity, RH, using a
temperature/humidity chamber (Thermoline Scientic TRH150-SD) for 24 h). The lms were then peeled oﬀ the substrate to
yield uniform free-standing lms.
2.3

Direct writing

Direct writing was carried out using a commercially available
fountain (nib) pen (Parker Jotter, Oﬃceworks) with a rellable
cartridge. VGCNF–GG inks were prepared as follows; GG solutions (3 mg mL1) were sonicated for 4 min (power output of
6 W) prior to addition of VGCNFs (10 mg mL1), followed by a
further 4 min (power output of 6 W) of sonolysis. High quality
photo paper (Spilman, matte, 180 g m2) was used as the
substrate. Multiple circuits were prepared on paper substrates
using direct written electrodes to connect LEDs (Jaycar Electronics, Australia, 5 mm diameter, green light source, 3.5 V
switch on voltage) with a power source (6 V battery) using
copper tape (3M).
2.4

Characterisation techniques

The absorbance behaviour of dispersions (diluted to VGCNF
concentration of 6.67 mg mL1) was obtained using UV-vis-NIR
spectroscopy (Cary 500 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer) with a
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1 cm path length cuvette. The wavelength of 1000 nm was
arbitrarily selected for analysis as it is in the wavelength range at
which VGCNFs exhibit absorbance features, but GG does not.
Small aliquots (20 mL) of the dispersion sample were removed at
varying sonication times and analysed for the presence of
aggregated carbon inhomogeneity using a Leica Z16 APO optical
microscope (8 magnication).
The ow properties of composite inks were studied using an
Anton Paar Physica MCR 301 Digital Rheometer with a cone and
plate measuring system (49.972 mm diameter, 0.992 angle,
97 mm truncation) and a heat controlled sample stage (Julabo
Compact Recirculating Cooler AWC 100). Viscosity was
measured between 0.1 and 100 s1 shear rate at 21  C.
The surface morphology of lms and written electrodes
containing VGCNFs were assessed using scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM JEOL JSM 7500-FA) and optical prolometry (Veeco Wyko NT9000). In order to obtain cross-sectional
SEMs of fountain pen lines, the paper substrate was cooled
using liquid nitrogen and snapped across the track. The
thickness of drop-cast lms was determined using a digital
micrometer (Mitutoyo IP 65).
Electrical resistance measurements were carried out as
follows. Evaporatively cast lms were cut into strips of 3 mm 
25 mm and contacted (top and bottom) with conducting copper
tape (3M) and conducting silver paint (SPI). The electrodes
prepared by direct writing were contacted using the conducting
copper tape. Current (I)–voltage (V) characteristics were
obtained by measuring current using a digital multimeter
(Agilent 34410A) under a cycling potential applied by a waveform generator (Agilent 33220A) under controlled ambient
conditions (21  C, 50% RH). I–V plots were evaluated as a
function of sample length (L), and used to calculate total
resistance (RT) values. The conductivity (s) and contact resistance (RC) were calculated by straight line tting of the RT versus
L data to:
RT ¼ (1/Acrosss)L + RC,

(1)

where Across is the cross-sectional area and 1/(Acrosss) represents
the sample resistance (RS).
2.5

Statistical treatment

The reported results are averages of the values obtained.
Reported numerical errors and graphical error bars are given as
1 standard deviation (SD). Data and outliers were rejected
either when instrumental error was known to have occurred, or
if data failed a Q-test with a condence interval $95%.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1

Optimisation of dispersions

Previous research established that there is a strong correlation
between UV-visible absorbance intensity and carbon-based
materials.34 In this work, the ability of the biopolymer gellan
gum (GG) to disperse VGCNFs was assessed using UV-vis-NIR
spectroscopy and light microscopy. It is assumed that the
VGCNFs are completely dispersed when the UV-vis-NIR
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absorbance reaches a plateau coupled with the disappearance
of visible aggregates.
Fig. S1 (see the ESI†) shows that a dispersion (volume 10 mL)
containing 1 mg mL1 VGCNFs and 1 mg per mL GG can be
assumed to have reached completion aer 4 min of sonication,
i.e. the UV-vis-NIR absorbance plateaus (Fig. S1A and B†) and
the visible aggregates have disappeared (Fig. S1C–K†). The
amount (or expense, E$) of sonic energy (power  sonication)
required to disperse 10 mg VGCNFs in 10 mL of dispersion is
144 J mg1.
The VGCNF–GG dispersion system was optimised by establishing the minimum energy (expense, E$) required to
completely disperse a given mass of VGCNFs. The optimum
sonication time (and expense) was found to increase with GG
concentration in the investigated range (0.25–1.5 mg mL1) at
constant VGCNF concentration (1 mg mL1), see Fig. 1a and
Table S1 (see the ESI†). It is well known that the viscosity of

Paper
polymer solutions increases with increasing polymer concentration. As such, it is suggested that the increase in sonication
time is related to the increase in viscosity which is likely to drive
down VGCNF mobility, therefore requiring more sonolysis to
completely disperse the VGCNFs.
It is clear that GG is eﬃcient at dispersing VGCNFs, i.e. only
1 min (E$ ¼ 36  18 J mg1) of sonication is needed to disperse
10 mg of VGCNF in 10 mL at a VGCNF–GG ratio of 10 : 2.5.
As expected, the input sonication energy required to reach
the point of complete dispersion increased as the VGCNF
concentration was increased from 1 mg mL1 to 20 mg mL1
(Fig. 1). It should be noted that it was not physically possible to
incorporate more than 200 mg VGCNFs in 10 mL of GG solution. Hence, we were unable to establish the upper concentration limit of the VGCNF.
The VGCNF expense was found to exhibit a minimum of 14.4
 3.4 J mg1 for a VGCNF–GG dispersion with VGCNF
concentration ¼ 10 mg mL1 (GG concentration ¼ 3 mg mL1),
see Fig. 1C. It is not clear at present what the dependence of
expense and VGCNF concentration should be. However, it is
likely that this dependence is inuenced by rheological percolation eﬀects related to either the dispersant GG and/or the
carbon materials.35,36

3.2

Fig. 1 (A) UV-vis-NIR absorbance at 1000 nm as a function of sonication energy
for 10 mg of VGCNFs dispersed in 10 mL GG solution at various VGCNF–GG ratios.
The solid line indicates the expected absorbance for a complete dispersion. (B)
UV-vis-NIR absorbance at 1000 nm versus input sonication energy for VGCNF–GG
dispersions of increasing loading fraction. Horizontal black line represents the
maximum absorbance for complete dispersion. (C) Expense to achieve a complete
dispersion as a function of VGCNF concentration. All dispersions were diluted to a
VGCNF concentration of 6.67 mg mL1.

21938 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 21936–21942

Electrical characteristics of free-standing lms

The electrical conductivity of freestanding VGCNF–GG lms
(mass ratio 10 : 3, mass fraction 0.77) prepared by evaporative
casting was adversely aﬀected by sonication. For example, the
electrical conductivity of lms prepared from a VGCNF–GG
dispersion (cVGCNF ¼ 5 mg mL1) subjected to 4 min of sonication is 35  2 S cm1. As described above, increasing the
VGCNFs loading requires longer sonication times, see Fig. 1B.
For example, dispersing 20 mg mL1 of VGCNFs requires a
sonication time of 20 min. The resulting lms exhibited a lower
conductivity (20  2 S cm1) compared to lms prepared using
dispersions which were sonicated for 4 min, despite having the
same VGCNF volume fraction. The decrease in conductivity was
found to linearly decrease with increasing VGCNF concentration (Fig. 3A). We have attributed this to sonication-induced
damage of the VGCNF, resulting in reducing the overall length.
Similar eﬀects have been previously reported for carbon
nanotubes.37–39
The reduction in VGCNF length was examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis (Fig. 2A and B).
Length analysis (Fig. 2C) clearly indicates that the average
length of the bres is smaller for the dispersions sonicated for
20 min (average 1.1 mm) compared to 4 minutes (average 2.1
mm). Fig. 2C shows that the majority (60%) of the VGCNFs
which had been sonicated for 20 min were between 0.5 and 1
mm in length. In contrast, the VGCNF dispersion which
underwent 4 min of sonication consisted of VGCNFs with a
wider range of lengths, including some with lengths of >3 mm.
It is well-known that electrical transport through a network of
conductors is determined by the number of junctions and the
resistance of these junctions in the network.40 The reduction in
conductivity can then be argued as follows. VGCNF sonication
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where s, s0, 4, 4C and t are the conductivity, scaling factor, mass
fraction, mass fraction percolation threshold and the critical
exponent, respectively. The t predicted values for s0, 4C and t
as 0.046  0.004 S cm1, 0.0147  0.003 and 1.7  0.2,
respectively. The t value is close to the theoretical predicted
value (t ¼ 2.0) for a 3D percolative network.41

3.3

Direct writing with a fountain pen

Direct writing was investigated using a commercial fountain
(nib) pen. The ow curve of a typically used commercial ink
(Parker “Quink” blue-black) is shown in Fig. 4, and was tted to
the well-known power law model,42
h ¼ Kgn1,
Fig. 2 (A and B) SEM images of free-standing VGCNF–GG ﬁlms (VGCNF volume
fraction VGCNF ¼ 0.69) prepared from VGCNF–GG dispersions (VGCNF concentration ¼ 10 mg mL1, GG concentration ¼ 3 mg mL1) which were sonicated for
4 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively. (C) and (D) Histograms showing length of
the VGCNFs based on analysis of SEM images (28 mm2 area) for samples sonicated
for 4 and 20 minutes, respectively.

(3)

where g is the shear rate, K is the consistency index and n is the
power law index. This analysis revealed that the commercial ink
exhibits near-Newtonian behaviour, i.e. n ¼ 0.9. The viscosity of
the commercial ink at shear rates common for pen writing
(1000 s1) is approximately 0.81 mPa s. We achieved a similar
viscosity (at this shear rate) by sonicating a gellan gum solution
(3 mg mL1) for 4 minutes prior to adding 100 mg of VGCNFs
and sonicating for a further 4 minutes.
Analysis of the ow curve of our VGCNF pen ink revealed
consistency and power indices consistent with shear thinning
behaviour, i.e. K ¼ 26 mPa sn and n ¼ 0.54, respectively.
However, despite the rheological diﬀerence (near-Newtonian vs.
shear thinning) our VGCNF ink has the required viscosity at the
shear rates important for pen writing, i.e. h ¼ 1.1 mPa s at shear
rate ¼ 1000 s1.
Lines were drawn (direct written) on a paper substrate using
a fountain pen lled with our pen ink (VGCNF concentration ¼
10 mg mL1, GG concentration ¼ 3 mg mL1 Fig. 5). The
morphology of pen tracks on paper was investigated using
optical and electron microscopy (Fig. 6). The characteristic “W”
shape of nib fountain pen tracks is clearly visible in Fig. 6A and B.

Fig. 3 Electrical conductivity of drop cast ﬁlms as a function of VGCNF (A) mass
fraction and (B) sonication time. The solid line in (A) is a 3-parameter ﬁt of the
conductivity to the statistical percolation model, eqn (2). The straight line in (B) is a
linear ﬁt to the data.

results in a reduction in the length of the VGCNFs, which
increases the number of junctions in the VGCNF network
leading to an increased electrical resistance (decreased
conductivity).
The percolation behaviour of the VGCNF–GG system was
investigated by preparing free-standing lms with diﬀerent
VGCNF loading fraction (Fig. 3B). The conductivity as a function
of VGCNF mass fraction was tted to the statistical percolation
model:41
s ¼ s0(4  4C)t,

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013

(2)

Fig. 4 Viscosity as a function of shear rate for commercial pen ink (Parker
“Quink” blue-black, dotted line) and VGCNF pen ink (solid line). The VGCNF ink
was prepared by sonicating a gellan gum solution (3 mg mL1) for 4 minutes prior
to adding 100 mg of VGCNFs (10 mg mL1) and sonicating for an additional
4 minutes.
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This shape is a result of the nib of the pen depressing the paper
substrate during writing. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images revealed the presence of a VGCNF network in all areas of
the “W” shape, including on the surface of the central ridge
(Fig. 6C and D). Optical prolometry and cross-sectional SEM
analysis was used to examine the eﬀect of increasing the number
of fountain pen ink layers on a paper substrate (Fig. 6F). It was
found that increasing the number of pen layers resulted in a
linear increase in the line width (Fig. 7A).
The number of layers had a signicant eﬀect on the electrical
resistance (Fig. 7B). The resistance decreased by almost two
orders of magnitude over 10 layers. The resistance (corrected for
contact resistance) of the lines (channel length 5 cm) was found
to have a power-law dependence on the number of pen layers
according to:
RS ¼ RS1LP,

Fig. 5 Direct writing of the VGCNF ink with a fountain pen. (A) Image of the
commercial Parker Jotter fountain pen with pump-ﬁlled ink well and VGCNF ink,
(B) image of the direct writing process, (C) Image of an LED powered by a power
source (6 V battery) using direct written electrodes on a paper substrate (5 ink
layers).

Fig. 6 Morphology of typical direct written lines (electrodes, 5 layers) on the
paper substrate. (A) Optical and (B) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the line. (C) SEM image of the edge of a line. (D) Enlarged view of the VGCNF
network. (E) SEM of the cross-section. (F) Optical proﬁlometry of direct written
lines (5 and 10 layers).

21940 | RSC Adv., 2013, 3, 21936–21942

(4)

where RS, RS1, L and P are the sample resistance, sample resistance of 1 layer, number of layers and power-law index,
respectively. Our t revealed values of RS1 ¼ 75  1 kU cm1 and
P ¼ 1.218  0.006. The t underestimates the actual value for
1 direct written line (97  20 kU cm1), which is a likely to be a
result of initial ink uptake by the paper substrate. The contact
resistance RC also decreased with increasing number of pen
layers (data not shown). These results indicate that with each
written layer the amount of VGCNF deposited increases which
leads to a better contact between sample and electrode, and an
improved electrical resistance.19
The usefulness of our approach for direct writing paper
electrodes for practical purposes was assessed by investigating
the variability in the electrical resistance as a function of time
for direct written lines, and the ability of electrodes to power an
LED in a simple device. The variability was tested using two
diﬀerent approaches, (i) lines were direct written immediately

Fig. 7 (A) Line width a function of number of ink layers for typical direct written
lines on a paper substrate. Straight line is a linear ﬁt to the data. (B) Electrical
sample resistance of direct written lines as a function of number of ink layers on a
paper substrate. Line is a power-law ﬁt to the data. (C) Electrical (sample) resistance of typical direct written lines (10 layers) as a function of days after direct
writing. Straight line is a guide to the reader's eye. (D) Electrical (sample) resistance of typical direct written lines (10 layers) as a function of resting time
between ink preparation and direct writing. Circle indicates electrical resistance
for an ink which was shaken on day 11 after preparation, prior to direct writing.
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aer ink preparation, and electrical testing was carried out as
function of resting time (Fig. 7C), and (ii) there was a resting
time between preparation of the ink and direct writing, followed
by immediate electrical testing (Fig. 7D). It is clear that once
processed, the electrical resistance (3.4  0.1 kU cm1) of the
direct written pen lines (channel length 5 cm, 10 layers) does
not change over 10 days. In contrast, the electrical resistance
remains constant over the rst 4 days, but then steadily
increases with time between preparation of the ink and direct
writing the electrodes. However, gentle shaking of the ink prior
to direct writing can remove the increase in the electrical
resistance (Fig. 7D). For example, shaking the ink aer 11 days
resulted in a reduced resistance, similar to that of the initial
resistance values (within error). This suggests that the ink can
be stored for up to 3 days prior to direct writing, while it will
require gentle shaking for longer time periods to re-disperse the
VGCNFs in the ink.
VGCNF written electrodes on paper were used in a simple
circuit to connect an LED to a 6 V power source (Fig. 5C and D).
Current–voltage measurements were taken across each of the
written lines (R1 and R2, Fig. 5C) and across the LEDs. The
average resistances across the 5-layered lines, R1 and R2, were
found to be similar, i.e. 8.0  0.3 and 8.0  1.1 kU cm1,
respectively. These measurements show that electrodes
prepared by direct writing are stable over time and can be used
in simple devices.

4.

Conclusions

The dispersion optimisation of vapour-grown carbon nanobres in solutions of the biopolymer gellan gum has been
investigated. It was found that dispersing VGCNF in gellan gum
required only short sonication times and low sonication energy
input. For example, 1 mg mL1 of VGCNF could be completely
dispersed in 1 mg mL1 gellan gum with 1 min of sonication at
low power (6 W). It was demonstrated that gellan gum could
easily disperse up to 20 mg mL1 of VGCNF at a VGCNG–GG
ratio of 10 : 3, which required 20 min of sonolysis. The electrical
conductivity of free-standing lms decreased with increasing
sonication time. For example, increasing the sonication time
from 4 to 20 min decreased from 35 S cm1 to 20 S cm1, which
was attributed to the observed sonication-induced damaged in
the length of the conducting carbon ller.
Direct writing of VGCNF dispersions with a commercial
fountain pen was also explored. The sonolysis protocol was
changed to achieve VGCNF dispersion with similar viscosity at
shear rates common to pen writing as a commercial pen ink.
The electrical resistance of direct written electrodes on paper
exhibited a power law dependence on the number of pen layers.
Microscopy analysis suggested that with each successive pen
stroke the amount of VGCNF increases leading to the observed
improved electrical characteristics.
It was demonstrated that our direct written electrodes on
paper can be used in simple device applications, such as connecting an LED to a power source. The electrical resistance of
the paper electrodes was found to be stable for up to at least
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10 days under ambient conditions. This paper contributes to
the development of paper-based electrode materials.
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